The Student Activities Board brought steel drum musician Coconut Dave to campus last year, as well as the more popular band CAKE.

“CAKE is the student activities that I’ve seen,” student Adam Gade said.
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“The surveys are used to make sure the student are getting what they want,” said Martin. “We even check them with statistic professors.”
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“The surveys are used to make sure the student are getting what they want,” said Martin. “We even check them with statistic professors.”

CAKE had three slots listed No. 3 on the survey, with Jamie Mike being first, Black Eyed Peas in the second and The Killers as third, Martin said. “It was the first time we’ve had to go that far down on the list,” she said.

For each option, SAB contacts other administrations where the bands have played, she said. SAB then lays out each reference into a Power Point presentation and makes a decision. Martin said.

Truman’s lyrics and the band’s lyrics alternate various contracts and agreements, she said.

Martin said that even if the band appears to come to Columbia, it must make sure the Pershing Arena will suit the band. Martin said that the incident was out of SAB’s control.

The SAB works with Eric Hennings, a long time, “He knows the prices and tour dates, Martin said. "We have been working with Eric for a while now. Eric is a Truman concert committee chairwoman junior Tiffany Hendry.

“However, Hendry said, trying to get what the student want. We even check them with statistic professors.”
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Mazzeo said he understood how Pushing could be an alternative.
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